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The Emperor’s New Clothes
Hans Christen Andersen

Hans Christian Andersen was a famous Danish writer. He is known for writing fairy tales, such as “The 
Little Mermaid” and “The Snow Queen.” His story “The Emperor’s New Clothes” was first published in 
1837. Below is the beginning of  the story. 

Many years ago, there was an Emperor, who was so 
excessively fond of  new clothes, that he spent all his money 
in dress. He did not trouble himself  in the least about his 
soldiers; nor did he care to go either to the theatre or the 
chase, except for the opportunities then afforded him for 
displaying his new clothes. He had a different suit for each 
hour of  the day; and as of  any other king or emperor, one is 
accustomed to say, “he is sitting in council,” it was always said 
of  him, “The Emperor is sitting in his wardrobe.”

Time passed merrily in the 
large town which was his capital; 
strangers arrived every day at the court. One day, two rogues, 
calling themselves weavers, made their appearance. They gave 
out that they knew how to weave stuffs of  the most beautiful 
colors and elaborate patterns, the clothes manufactured from 
which should have the wonderful property of  remaining invisible 
to everyone who was unfit for the office he held, or who was 
extraordinarily simple in character.

“These must, indeed, be splendid clothes!” thought the 
Emperor. “Had I such a suit, I might at once find out what men in 
my realms are unfit for their office, and 

also be able to distinguish the wise from the foolish! This stuff  
must be woven for me immediately.” And he caused large sums of  
money to be given to both the weavers in order that they might 
begin their work directly.

So the two pretended weavers set up two looms, and affected 
to work very busily, though in reality they did nothing at all. They 
asked for the most delicate silk and the purest gold thread; put 
both into their own knapsacks; and then continued their pretended 
work at the empty looms until late at night.

Name: ____________________________
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Part I. Short Answer
Answer each question below.

1. What did the emperor spend all his money on? ___________________________

2. Where did the emperor spend most of  his time? ________________________

3. The dishonest weavers said their clothes were ___________________________  
to those who were unfit for their office.

4, How much cloth did the dishonest weavers make? ________________________

5. What did the dishonest weavers do with the silk and gold thread? _____________________

Name: ____________________________

Part II. Multiple Choice
Circle the correct answer to each question.
1. How many suits did the emperor have?
A. One for each day of  the week
B. Two for each day of  the week
C. One for each hour of  the day
D. One for every morning, afternoon and night.

2. Why did the emperor want to go to the theatre?
A. It was his duty as emperor.
B. He liked to watch the singers.
C. There was nothing else to do.
D. He could show off  his clothes

3. Why did the emperor wanted a suit from the dishonest weavers?
A. The cloth didn’t cost very much. 
B. He would be able to tell who was foolish and who was wise.
C. The cloth matched the color of  his eyes.
D. The clothes were in the newest style.

4. Why did the dishonest weavers cheat the emperor?
A. They thought it was funny.
B. They wanted to be emperor.
C. They wanted to start a war.
D. They wanted money.

The Emperor’s New Clothes
Do You Remember?
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I. Vocabulary Match
Match each word in Column A with its meaning in Column B

Column A    Column B

1. ____________ elaborate  A. bag for holding things; backpack 

2. ____________ wardrobe  B. a device for weaving cloth

3. ____________ knapsack  C. not worthy; below standard

4. ____________ rogue   D. cabinet or closet

5. ____________ excessively  E. happily; without problems

6. ____________ loom   F. complicated; having many parts

7. ____________ the chase  G. a hunt

8. ____________ unfit   H. dishonest person

9. ____________ merrily  I. wonderful; magnificent

10. ____________ splendid  J. large amount; more than normal

II. Meaning in the Text
Below are phrases from the text. Circle the correct meaning of  the underlined word.

1. “...the opportunities then afforded him for displaying his new clothes”

A. paid for      B. removed from      C. gave      D. helped

2. “...as of  any other king or emperor, one is accustomed to say, “he is sitting in council”

A. in the habit      B. never      C. hopeful      D. determined

3. “...the wonderful property of  remaining invisible”

A. land      B. magic       C. skill      D.  quality

4. “in order that they might begin their work directly.”

A. carefully      B. right away; immediately      C. pleasantly      D. slowly

5. “...affected to work very busily”

A. pretended      B. began      C. jumped      D. planned

Name: ____________________________The Emperor’s New Clothes: 
Understanding the Words
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The Emperor’s New Clothes:  
Find the Supporting Evidence

Below is one of  the main ideas of  the passage. What are three ideas from the 
passage that support this main idea.

Name: ____________________________

 The emperor 
loved clothes.
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The Emperor’s New Clothes: Today’s Story
The emperor loved clothes too much. The dishonest weavers used the emperor’s love of  clothes as a way to 
cheat him. Think of  an example in today’s world where someone might love something so much that they 
could be cheated like the emperor. Who is this person? What do they love so much? How could someone 
cheat them because of  this love of  a thing?

Name: ____________________________
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Fun With Words: The Emperor’s New Clothes Word Search
Circle each word from the list in the puzzle. The words can go in any direction.

Q O T A M A R E P N d C 

I N v I s I b l E b I d 

P U w A R d R O b E s O

l O O M s K H E d A H g

F I U N F I T M K N O O

O E b T H d g U N v N l 

O d M O N E y b A E E d 

K g l P A Q I M P O s E 

J N R J E T w R s d T U 

w E A v E R N R A I N I 

Z s H T U y O Z C J l A 

C l O T H E s R K F M K

Name: ____________________________
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EMPEROR
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The Emperor’s New Clothes
Do You Remember?

 clothes or dress

 in his wardrobe or closet

 invisible

 none

 put it in their knapsack
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The Emperor’s New Clothes:  
Find the Supporting Evidence

Below is one of  the main ideas of  the passage. What are three ideas from the 
passage that support this main idea.

Name: ____________________________KEY

It was oftensaid that, 
“The Emperor is sitting 

in his wardrobe.”

 The emperor 
loved clothes.

Student’s answers may vary. Example of correct answers:

 He liked them so much “he spent 
all his money in dress.”

“He had a different suit  
for each hour of the day.”
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The Emperor’s New Clothes: Today’s Story
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